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Monitoring Specification
Purpose Language
Monitor A Dependability Spec A
Monitor B Spec B
Monitor C Performance Evaluation
Spec C -restricted to monitor system and purpose(s) -not only events, but also analysis/actions … -biased to the analysis performed by monitor -do not associate monitored events to architecture -replication of event description
This Paper in a Nutshell
Software monitoring:
supports the development of dependable systems has been widely applied for this purpose does not associate collected data to software architecture provides specification language limited to its purpose
In the paper we:
Discuss the importance of event description: 
Architecting Dependable Systems with xMonEve
xMonEve independent of the development process events described in top-down and bottom-up approaches 
Conclusion
Events (and their definition) play a major role:
As "common abstraction" for development techniques However, a "common description" is required xMonEve description language 
Requirements for Event Description Languages
general purpose need to be flexible enough to accommodate event description for multiple monitoring purposes (i.e. independent of the analysis to be performed); independence of monitoring system must allow generic description of events, both primitive and composed, not restricted to a specific monitoring system (or environment); implementation independence need to provide mechanisms that separate the conceptual event to the implementation mapping; reusable event description should be reusable independently of the program implementation and monitoring system extensible extension of event description should be supported, so more specific information can be associated to the events. For instance, one extension can be the association of monitoring events to software architectural elements
